Deployable Digital Classroom

The DDTC is a compact, mobile training capability designed to support the distributed learning requirements of Soldiers. Designed to Army requirements to be expeditionary and self-contained, DDTC systems are able to operate within any geographic region to include those areas where telecommunication infrastructures do not exist.

Rugged. Adaptable. Deployable:
- Equipped with 21 laptop workstations, internet accessibility, video tele-training, Voice Over IP
- Offline Player capability
- Access to collaboration applications
- Reach-back capabilities to Army Proponent Schools
- Set-up in less than two hours
- Transportable by HMMWV, MRAP or like sized vehicles
- Connection via satellite or Local Area Network
- No cost to the unit

Career Training and Course Credit:
- Army Learning Management System courses
- Army e-Learning and Army Correspondence Course Program courses
- Real-time instruction such as Distributed Leaders Course-I, II, III (with additional levels forthcoming)
- Online college degree programs

To Request a DDTC:
- Deploying battalions or brigades will need to contact their higher headquarters as they prepare for deployment
- email: usarmy.jble.peo-eis.mbx.pdm-atis@mail.mil